Rapid sphere sizing using a Bayesian analysis of reciprocal space imaging data.
Dispersed systems are important in many applications in a wide range of industries such as the petroleum, pharmaceutical and food industries. Therefore the ability to control and non-invasively measure the physical properties of these systems, such as the dispersed phase size distribution, is of significant interest, in particular for concentrated systems, where microscopy or scattering techniques may not apply or with very limited output quality. In this paper we show how reciprocal space data acquired using both 1D magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and 2D X-ray micro-tomographic (X-ray μCT) data can be analysed, using a Bayesian statistical model, to extract the sphere size distribution (SSD) from model sphere systems and dispersed food foam samples. Glass spheres-in-xanthan gels were used as model samples with sphere diameters (D) in the range of 45μm⩽D⩽850μm. The results show that the SSD was successfully estimated from both the NMR and X-ray μCT with a good degree of accuracy for the entire range of glass spheres in times as short as two seconds. After validating the technique using model samples, the Bayesian sphere sizing method was successfully applied to air/water foam samples generated using a microfluidics apparatus with 160μm⩽D⩽400μm. The effect of different experimental parameters such as the standard deviation of the bubble size distribution and the volume fraction of the dispersed phase is discussed.